EDITORIAL

The Limits to Our Capacity: Reflections on Resiliency, Community Engagement, and Recovery in 21st-Century Crises

Frederick M. Burkle Jr, MD, MPH, DTM

“Disasters keep governments honest by defining the public health and exposing its vulnerabilities.”

F.M. Burkle Jr, 1973

Disaster resiliency, as it relates to postdisaster community recovery, is a slippery term that can be misunderstood, if not outright abused. It is difficult to find a universal definition of resiliency that satisfies all of the disciplines that claim ownership of the term and satisfies the 1-definition rule that would measure its impact on individuals, communities, and society. It has been labeled everything from a metaphor to a theory, and some authors, although they include acts of nature such as hurricanes, floods, and earthquakes in their studies of resiliency, exclude mass violence such as wars and terrorism, epidemics, and pandemics. The world is more complicated as are the ways in which society abuses it. Clearly, there are limits to that resiliency, especially in extreme human-generated disasters, ready examples being unconventional warfare and terrorism, bioterrorism agents that defy both investigation and control, and major nuclear war for which few possess innate resiliency, physical and emotional, to survive.

Disasters have the uncanny ability to immediately reveal and define the status of public health protections and expose community vulnerabilities. We must address questions such as why, during Hurricane Katrina, did Mississippi, which took a harder hit than New Orleans, recover quickly, more smoothly, and without fanfare? We still ignore the fact that the hurricane, although a natural event, also was a preventable human-generated disaster produced by previously known and well-documented failure of the levees that society believed would protect them. Skill and competence of a government, or lack thereof, can have profound effects on vulnerability and whatever resiliency can be mustered to cope at the final hour, a process called managed resiliency. Recent crises have convinced many sectors of society that there is a limit to that capacity and new measures are necessary. By using the background of what we know and do not know about modern-day disaster experiences, communities must answer questions such as the following:

- How can we respond to disasters and other human crises with dignity and act in accordance with the lived experience of others?
- In community participation and governance, who is listening?
- What prevention, preparedness, and response modalities will benefit communities in mitigating the limits to resiliency and fostering sustainability?

To help answer these questions and others that arise, it is crucial that we drill deeper into understanding the nuances of crises that affect how vulnerability and resiliency plays itself out at the community level.

LESSONS FROM 9/11

In many ways, resilience has been tested on the North American psyche more by the terrorist events of September 11, 2001 (9/11) than by any other event. Bonanno and colleagues in 2006, using a 17-symptom survey that constitutes posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD), analyzed 2800 broad New York populations 6 months after the terror attacks. Participants were asked how close they had been to the attacks, whether they had been physically injured by them, and whether they had lost loved ones in them. They concluded that “resilience” (defined as 1 or no PTSD symptoms) was observed in 65% of the sample. The frequency of resilience never fell below one third of the respondents even among the exposure groups with the most dramatic elevations in PTSD (those who experienced both death of a loved one and witnessed the attack). Critics of this study, although recognizing the “need to take resilience seriously as a subject of scientific investigation,” believed that “future studies have to be designed to capture and understand resilience as an outcome and process that is much more than the absence of psychopathology.”

Marshall and colleagues cautioned that although “only 65 percent of persons did not experience any symptoms of illness... resilience should have been in the 90th percentile,” further emphasizing the need to devote “much more attention to ways to enhance resilience and promote recovery.” In 2007, they attempted to explain why large numbers of people had posttraumatic symptoms post-9/11 but did not fit the traditional definition of “exposure.” They defined the term relative risk appraisal to “capture the psychological function that is the missing link between the event and subjective response” in 9/11- and other terrorism-related studies. The study suggests that human perception is an “active multidimensional process in which proximity to the event is only one of several factors” giving credence to explain the wider societal vulnerability that was seen.

Furthermore, Kilcullen asserted that “It is not the people al-Qaeda might kill that is the threat... Our reaction is what can cause the damage. It’s al-Qaeda plus our response that creates the existential danger.” Resilience can be mea-
sured by capacity to recover and maintain function, but additional stress on the psyche comes from impending, non-contemporary fear. In the post-9/11 time frame it is important to determine what it is that we fear most, what new decisions are made (eg, travel by train vs plane), what indicates the presence and hold of fear on the quality of life performance, and whether the delayed indirect consequences of fear risk taking a greater psychosocial and behavioral toll than that caused by any overt act of terrorism? A RAND study found that adults in the United States reported "accomplishing less work (65%), avoiding public gatherings (24%) and using alcohol to relax, sleep better or feel better (38%)." Whereas 75% talked with family and friends, 43% reported being unable to share their terrorism-related thoughts and feelings because it made others feel uncomfortable.2

LARGE-SCALE WEATHER-RELATED DISASTERS
In May 2011, United Nations Secretary General Ban Ki-moon acknowledged that "as a result of global climate change, weather-related hazards are on the rise," reasserting that the "destruction wrought by such events can be avoided or mitigated by enhancing resilience through technology and other measures aimed at boosting preparedness."3 The 1991 Bangladesh cyclone, one of the deadliest tropical cyclones ever recorded, killed more than 138 000 people and left tens of millions homeless, yet survivors quickly gathered up corrugated metal sheeting and other remnants of their former homes to reconstruct their lives. Societies that occupy disaster-prone areas incorporate resilience into their cultures, a trait often lacking in more "fortunate" parts of the world.4 The same survivors are gradually being driven out of their historical home sites by rising oceans that claim low-lying shoreland and surrounding islands and find themselves externally and internally displaced in unfamiliar and security-poor urban slums facing unprecedented daily challenges to survival.

In the United States, Hurricane Katrina emerged as a major laboratory, welcomed or not, for the study of vulnerability and resiliency. Eight major findings on resilience have been gleaned from the history of New Orleans.4,12,13 Authors acknowledge the history of multihazards, including 27 major floods in 290 years, yellow fever epidemics, 20th-century drinking water pollution, and a declining population-based economy that was further decimated and accelerated by Hurricane Katrina. Five years after the disaster, only 70% of the population has returned to New Orleans, only 30% of building permits for residences have been issued, and the leading economic sectors such as health care and undergraduate and graduate education are still recovering.14

Resilience for New Orleans in past years depended primarily on shaky short-term flood protection rather than a strategy of enhancing a more robust levee and water drainage system.4 In many ways their fragile luck ran out. Too many surprises emerged from a series of “unanticipated events, correctly anticipated events but failed responses, and wrongly anticipated events.”4 The best scientific and technological knowledge did not get used or widely disseminated. For example, engineering designs written for improved protective structures that took into account the effects of storm surge, out-of-sight shrinkage and settling of the land brought on by accelerated extraction of groundwater and rising sea levels measured at that time were ignored for decades. Unwisely, outdated estimates were still being used 19 years later, when sea levels had risen and land had lowered much more (≥10 ft) than expected. To compound the problem, the widely used Federal Emergency Management Agency risk assessment maps of the 100-year floodplain were never included in the new data.4

Partnerships essential to community-based resilience that usually "emerge from households, friends, family, neighborhoods, non-governmental and voluntary organizations, businesses, and industry" were repeatedly ignored. When the disaster struck, these “shadow responders” who provided “most of the initial evacuation capacity, sheltering, feeding, health care and rebuilding much of the search and rescue, cleanup, and post-Katrina funding” were “refused or poorly used by government officials.”4 The political and governance system in New Orleans was arguably inept; in contrast, neighboring Mississippi’s good governance, effective community-level partnerships, and preparedness defined how best practices in resiliency and recovery were experienced.4

A postdisaster study in 2006 confirmed that New Orleans had experienced a 47% increase in deaths over the prehurricane baseline.15 Evidence came from nontraditional community source: the Times-Picayune newspaper, prompted by citizens, who had alerted the newspaper of a seemingly inordinate, incorrect number of published obituaries. The antiquated and hurricane-disabled Department of Public Health information system that monitored surveillance data in New Orleans was no longer functioning and personnel were unaware of the mounting indirect deaths that arose from compromised public health protections and services such as mental health.15

H1N1 AND GLOBAL RESILIENCY
Many major crises will only be solved once the community of nations recognizes that they have a global responsibility beyond their own borders. During the 2003 severe acute respiratory syndrome (more commonly known as SARS) pandemic, the United Nation’s Assembly of Health Ministers had to act immediately to avert a worldwide catastrophe by granting the World Health Organization (WHO) unprecedented emergency powers to assist actively in the investigation and to take control in all countries that reported outbreaks of the virus. These formal actions, which were instrumental in limiting the further spread of SARS, became the basis of the permanent International Health Regulation (IHR) treaty in 2007 and a pivotal model for operational resiliency at the global level.16 The treaty requires compli-
ance from countries to provide real-time surveillance of emerging and reemerging communicable diseases, and provides the WHO authority with additional emergency response teams ready to deploy to countries where these resources are lacking. Despite initial skepticism and bureaucratic resistance, the treaty process of global cooperation works. These global capacities provided less-advantaged countries with construction and monitoring of their surveillance and response capabilities to contain the highly lethal avian influenza and the 2009 H1N1 epidemic from spreading. Confidence and resiliency has increased greatly in countries that understand the protective aspects of the IHR treaty and WHO’s authority within the global community.17,18

Were it not for the IHR treaty, the course of the H1N1 pandemic would have been much more chaotic and widespread. Viral seed strains and control reagents were ready in a few weeks, the first-candidate vaccine was available within 32 days of the declaration of the international public health emergency, and efficient distribution of more than 3 million treatment courses of antiviral drugs to 72 countries was accomplished. The H1N1 pandemic also revealed that in future declarations of a public health emergency of international concern it may not be possible to determine early on the severity of the outbreak or have a viable vaccine available before 6 months.15 This confirmed the critical priority that strong public health situational awareness and mitigation strategies have in diminishing adverse community-level outcomes. For those who recognize that future generations will live in a world of greater global awareness, especially in public health, the success of the IHR treaty suggests that a similar authoritative model would better serve large-scale natural disasters.

NUCLEAR RISK AND RESILIENCY
The nuclear power industry is in a state of global decline, a situation that is not going to change in the foreseeable future.19 The tragedy in Sendai, Japan has awakened unsettling yet lingering fear, especially among populations living with nuclear reactors in locations that are considered disaster prone. The greatest threats come from earthquakes, tsunamis, fires, flooding, tornadoes, or terrorist attacks. In Nature, Butler reports that at least two-thirds of the world’s 211 nuclear plants have more than 1 million people living within 75 km.20 Population numbers and densities are only 1 factor. Each reactor, Butler states, has its own “unique risk profile and some risks are simply unknowable.” The age of the reactor is not necessarily a major risk,20 The Sendai reactor was old and scheduled to be shut down within 1 week, but the Three Mile Island plant was only 3 months old, the Chernobyl reactor only 2 years in operation, and the French Civaux-1 reactor in service less than 5 months.20

While we scurry to study and learn more about nuclear reactor risks, most revealing is that reactor safety is dependent ultimately on high-quality maintenance and training, competence of the operator and the workforce, and the rigor of regulatory oversight.20 In 2004, the Nuclear Energy Agency cautioned that “employers require more engineers and scientists having a nuclear component to their education than those graduating.”21 Plant managers are struggling to maintain competence levels. This is happening at a time when one-third of the nuclear industry’s workers are eligible to retire, requiring the industry to recruit and hire more 26 000 new employees, not counting those to support new plants.22

There is pressure on communities and emergency managers to develop without delay new operational skills in mass evacuation care, radiation detection, screening, and management; radiation-specific triage protocols; mass palliative care resources, nuclear risk-specific, population-based psychosocial and behavioral care management skills; mass sheltering and communication assets;23 and the preparedness phase collection and storage of autologous peripheral blood stem cells for nuclear plant workers.24 It is legitimate to ask whether this process will be transparent and inclusive. Unfortunately, historically, the disciplines of medicine and public health have not been included in planning of nuclear reactor design and in the process of nuclear threat negotiations. The unimaginable health consequences that could come out of such scenarios are rarely part of the arguments that guide negotiations to prevent them.25

MISTAKES, MYTHS, AND SUCCESSES
Many common mistakes and myths, made in the name of preparedness, arise from ignorance. Too commonly the growth of resiliency is impeded by fears perpetuated by politicians’ misplaced instincts to withhold information and inability to admit to uncertainty, act transparently, issue guidance on diseases and disease protection, and disseminate information to the public as quickly as possible. We now know that with a modicum of education and training large numbers of noncritically injured people can be well managed within a familiar environment, the community, by capable, nonexpert caregivers, yet little is known about these resources.26 The majority of individuals (70% in 1 study) expected to rely on family members; less than half (48%) expected to rely on others in their neighborhoods.27 Emergency planners fail to recognize the myriad of interlinked networks to which people belong within a community (eg, ethnic, religious, businesses, institutions) and on which people rely for information and meaning in a crisis.28 Communities must incorporate constructive cooperation of citizens into emergency plans rather than excluding them because they assume some lack of expertise.

It is curious how society overlooks or ignores elderly people, who, having experience with tragedy, prove to be the best teachers and model examples of resilience and recovery, especially for young people. Citizens are faced with many challenges that require functional resiliency and a clear head. An Israeli study questioned the “division of older people into a vulnerable or inoculated group.” Although they demonstrated higher levels of postwar stress symptoms, they showed higher sense of coherence and predicted recovery.29
Christchurch, New Zealand experienced 2 major earthquakes in 9 months and continues to stress the limits of capacity for resilience. After the second quake, an additional 100 buildings were added to more than 1000 already slated for demolition. Liquefaction threats from the second quake remain, causing a substantial decline in land levels. More than 3000 homes are without water, proper sewage, or power and must rely on “basin baths” and small emergency rainwater tanks. Residential care, repatriation of loved ones, and the location of available bed space remain concerns (McColl G, personal communication, June 13-14, 2011). In a February 2011 news poll, 47.8% of the population either planned to leave, would leave if could but were tied by property or job, or were prepared to walk away from their homes. An additional 15.4% did not know what to do. Noticeable from radio comments and supported by community conversations, “resilience is wearing thin,” yet people are gathering increasingly to talk and share support, with health resources actively promoting support. With the strain on overworked emergency medical services personnel and an increase in reported staff illness, “outside staff are being brought in to provide respite (McColl G, personal communication, June 13-14, 2011).”

Given that these issues are shared globally, we can learn from others. An Australian study supports the idea that any successful response to a disaster situation, and the fear that can impede this performance, is related directly to one’s familiarity and content-based perception of risk of the threat itself. Paramedics and first responders ranked nuclear and radiological events as the highest factors for fear and unfamiliarity, followed by outbreaks of new and highly infectious diseases and terrorism; all of these manifest unique implications for prevention, preparedness, education, and training. This study confirms that we cannot separate personal and community resiliency or the way in which we perform during times of stress from how well we understand the knowledge base of the threat itself. Emergency management trends for climate change consequences emphasize strategic- and tactical-level solutions and ignore local- and community-level requirements. This trend is found on all continents. Australia, which, among developed countries, is already suffering considerably from the consequences of climate change, has introduced several emergency management agendas to improve resilience. They have added “anticipation and assessment” to the disaster cycle (anticipation–assessment–prevention–preparedness–Response–Recovery), requiring all communities to define both their characteristics and needs based on specific disaster risks. This “registration of risks” as a preemergency requirement is a “precursor to mitigation” through formally registering threat identification and targeting risk assessment resources. This process “enhances the implementation of resilience as more than a metaphor but as a meaningful strategy and a formative framework for best practice.” Controllers of national resources and communities work together to mitigate these risks before disaster strikes. Whether cause and effect actually existed, it is encouraging that with this process in place the recent severe flooding in communities in the northeastern part of Australia did not result in a single death.

VIOLATING PROFESSIONAL BOUNDARIES
The 11th-hour calls for more inter- and multidisciplinary solutions are universal but risk being politically unpopular when potential solutions seemingly violate conventional and often professionally restrictive boundaries. Operationalizing resiliency is an even greater challenge. Rather than shy away from understanding the raw and uncomfortable details of the causes and consequences of these events, it behooves multidisciplinary professionals in disaster medicine and public health preparedness to become engaged through broad professional- and community-level dialogue, decisions, and discourse. The Institute of Medicine has been candid in that it is “only possible to achieve a resilient community and an integrated, comprehensive, and resilient health system that can respond effectively to a public health emergency through active collaboration, coordination, and shared responsibility among a broad group of public and private stakeholders and the community itself.”

Examples of success exist, all of which are variations on the same multidisciplinary theme. Catalyzed by the global cooperation that was witnessed in the outcomes of the IHR treaty, in 2008 the “One World, One Health” initiative was begun to forge equal, all-inclusive collaborations between physicians, osteopaths, veterinarians, dentists, nurses, and other science-, health-, and environment-related disciplines to combat serious health threats in the 21st century. The concept provides a worldwide strategy for expanding interdisciplinary and multidisciplinary collaborations and communications in all aspects of health care for humans, animals, and the environment; accelerating biomedical research; enhancing the scientific and public health knowledge base; improving medical education and clinical care; and promoting strength in leadership and management to achieve these goals. The Woodrow Wilson Center for International Scholars, in addressing revitalizing cross-cultural community resiliency from a broad social science and behavioral standpoint, advocates for the importance of a civil society voice, the rise of community as a self-organizing entity, the creation of its own physical and political space, the assurance of safety and time, and the galvanizing aspects of leadership that “transcend[s] organizational and political boundaries.”

One of the first goals of the Science and Technology Directorate of the Department of Homeland Security is to strengthen security and resiliency by providing “knowledge products and innovative technology solutions” and to “capture and communicate lessons learned to enhance federal, state, local, and pri-
Multidisciplinary actions by disaster medicine and public health preparedness will ensure that resiliency is rehabilitated and enhanced along with essential infrastructure and system recovery. Human crises, especially those that have the greatest impact on community survival, require a shift from strictly individually focused needs to those of the population as a whole. Resiliency begins in the individual, as it should; however, obligation, beyond self, allows one to appreciate resiliency as essential to community recovery. The sense of community resiliency remains universal and essential to the human species.
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